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Abstract

Background: Currently treatment for prosopagnosia is limited.
Methods: We report the reversal of acquired associative-type prosopagnosia (AAP) using quantitative electroencephalography (qEEG)-guided transcranial laser therapy (qGLT) in a subject with temporal lobe epilepsy
(TLE) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI).
Results: Objective and subjective measures of improvement in AAP, TLE, and MCI are presented. Additional
improvement, measured through qEEG, was found 1-month post-treatment.
Conclusions: There was no recurrence of AAP for 1 year. We conclude that further research into the utility
of qGLT in the treatment of AAP is warranted.
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matching would increase the likelihood of meaningful clinical benefit. Finally, monitoring patient response and tissue
response (through qEEG) would give us a basis for adjusting treatment parameters. In toto, this method could provide
therapeutic gain. We used high-intensity laser due to depth
of tissue penetration,23 efficiency, and the ability to treat
specific regions with specific parameters.24
We report the unexpected reversal of AAP, co-occurring
TLE, and MCI through quantitative-guided transcranial laser therapy (qGLT) with further progressive improvement
of qEEG 1-month post-treatment.

Introduction

P

rosopagnosia may have a debilitating effect on socioeconomic and emotional function.1–3 It may follow a
lesion, stroke, head trauma, or no discernible cause. There are
no medical or surgical interventions for acquired associativetype prosopagnosia (AAP). Attempts to remediate AAP3,4
have met with limited success.5,6
Photobiomodulation (PBM) of the brain is being explored
for a variety of neurological disorders including dementia,7–10 Parkinson’s disease,11 stroke,12 traumatic brain injury,13–17 depression,18 and post-traumatic stress disorder.16,19
A primary mechanism of PBM is dissociation of nitric oxide
from mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase, allowing increased adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production, and increased
local blood flow.20,21 Since there have not been any published
reports of PBM for prosopagnosia, alleviation of prosopagnosia
was not expected.
We reasoned that since an energy deficit is a significant
aspect of neuronal dysfunction and Alzheimer’s disease
(AD),22 increasing ATP could be helpful in supporting
disturbed neuronal functions in an apolipoprotein epsilon
(APOE) homozygote with AAP, temporal lobe epilepsy
(TLE), and mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Further we
reasoned that determining the cortical locations to target
through quantitative electroencephalography (qEEG)-symptom

Clinical history

A 58-year-old postmenopausal APOE-4 homozygote presented (May 2018) with a 7-year history of prosopagnosia,
impairment of episodic memory, word retrieval, forgetfulness, and untreated TLE. Toxic exposures included a 30year history of alcohol use, 28 pack-years of smoking, and a
6-month occupational exposure to reduced oxygen, elevated
CO2, nitrous oxide, and mercury.
Family history

Family history revealed five APOE-4 first degree relatives
and two aunts with dementia.
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Timeline

Age 4: TBI-unconscious for several hours
Age 24–51: 3–4 alcoholic drinks per night
Age 46: Depression
Age 50: Menopause
Age 51: Prosopagnosia onset, impaired memory, and
word recall. Discontinuation of alcohol
Age 54: Accelerated cognitive decline; neurological
consultation
Treated mild sleep apnea
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Examination

Mild dysdiadochokinesia, vitiligo, oral thrush, moderate periorbital edema, dry skin, and a body mass index of
21 kg/m2 were noted. MOCA score was 27/30. Mental status
examination was otherwise normal.
Laboratory data

Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH): 3.34 (0.45–4.50),
free unbound thyroxine (free T4): 1.19 (0.82–1.77), and free
tri-iodothyroxine (free T3): 2.8 (2.0–4.4). Thyroid function
was assessed and treated in relation to its possible effect on
cognitive function25 in MCI. Melatonin: 5 (10–85); vitamin
D: 34 (30–100); multiple nutritional deficiencies were identified and corrected.
Magnetic resonance imaging

Volumetric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed
asymmetry of temporal lobes (70.39 left vs. 60.33 right),
amygdala (54.54 left vs. 62.33 right), and cerebellum (42.17
left vs. 48.47 right). Hippocampi were symmetrical and normal in size, while total white matter was normal.
qEEG methodology

Baseline qEEG was obtained 6 months after lifestyle,
nutritional, estradiol, progesterone, and thyroid interventions were in place. Three qEEGs, eyes open (EO) and eyes
closed (EC) are reported: baseline: (1/04/19), after 21 treatments (3/18/212), and 4 weeks post-qGLT (4/22/19). The
results are based on low-resolution electromagnetic tomography analyses (LORETA) obtained from the Neuronavigator 3.06/.07 programs (Applied Neuroscience, Inc.).
Current density was measured at *7600 locations including all cortical areas, hippocampus, amygdala, and insular
cortex for frequencies between 1 and 30 Hz. Results were
compared with a lifespan normative database in terms of
Z-score deviations.26 Connectivity measures for coherence
were obtained for frequency bands including delta, theta,
low and high alpha, total alpha, low middle and high beta,
and overall beta from 12 to 25 Hz.
qEEG findings

Baseline linked ears and Laplacian power spectral analyses showed excessive power in EC and EO conditions,
bilaterally in frontal, temporal, and parietal areas over a
wide frequency range. The patient’s EEG amplitude asymmetry, coherence, and EEG phase deviated from the norm in
frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital relations. LORETA
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three-dimensional source analyses were consistent with the
surface EEG.
Importantly, elevated LORETA current sources were present in four clinically relevant areas that corresponded to the
patients clinical presentation:
1. Brodmann area (BA) 21 (5 Hz), which is associated
with recognition of known faces.27
2. BA 38 at (6 Hz), which is among the earliest affected
by AD, and at the start of TLE.27
3. BA 45 (7 Hz), which is associated with face encoding.27
4. Left hippocampus (Figs. 1–3), which is associated with
memory encoding deficits and AD.
Diagnostic reasoning

The patient presented with history and complaints consistent with AAP, TLE, and MCI, with postmenopausal exacerbation. APOE status, memory, word finding complaints,
and strong family history suggested she was in the early
clinical phase of AD. Symptomatology correlated with the
abnormal qEEG findings.
As a mitochondrial energy deficit is a pathophysiological
feature of AD,22 we hypothesized that provision of energy
through PBM to specific dysfunctional cortical areas, as
determined by qEEG, might mitigate the patient’s MCI. We
did not anticipate normalization of AAP or TLE.
Treatment

The patient initially underwent a thorough work-up to
detect any treatable metabolic factors that might be contributory to her conditions, the correction of which might promote improved brain function. The areas assessed included
lifestyle factors (sleep, social status, and socioeconomic
condition), diet, nutritional deficits, immune and infectious
conditions, hormonal status, genetics, and toxicology. These
items were addressed over the course of 6 months, and
resulted in significant clinical improvements, however, deficits, both subjective (impaired facial recognition, distractibility, and memory deficits) and on qEEG, remained.
Clearance for qGLT is determined by MRI and/or MRA
to rule out anomalies (e.g., cysts, tumors, and vascular) that
could be destabilized by heat, volume changes, or increased
vascular flow. After informed consent, the patients’ hair was
shaved/removed down to the scalp in the areas to be treated
to reduce light absorption by hair. BAs showing dysfunction
(particularly those correlating with symptoms) were mapped
to scalp areas using a standard 10/20 cap, and each area of
treatment was measured (cm2). An Aspen Pinnacle diode
laser (810 nM, collimated, 3 cm wide beam aperture, spot
size 7.065 cm2; https://www.aspenlaser.com/pinnacle-laserseries) was applied directly to clean skin. Using oscillation
across individual treatment areas, fans, and pauses in irradiation, we were able to maintain normal skin temperature.
Treatment parameters that varied over the course of 25
thrice weekly treatment sessions were fluence (5–60 J/cm2),
power (5–25 W), power density (0.354–0.177 W/cm2),
and dosage per location (110–4000 J). Pulse frequency remained constant at 10 Hz (see Supplementary Appendix SA
and Supplementary Appendix SB). Our target dose for mitochondrial activation is 1–2 J/cm2. Assuming 2.4–2.9%
light penetration to the cortex,24 the minimum (1 J/cm2)
target dose for a given area was calculated by the formula:
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FIG. 1. (a) (1/4/19, baseline EO, top) shows excessive CD Z-scores in many temporal lobe locations bilaterally, as well as
frontal and occipital lobes. The highest deviation was in the left hippocampus with the value of 2.7326. The fourth panel shows
a complex pattern of hypocoherence (blue) and hypercoherence (yellow and orange) between many areas. (b) (1/4/19 baseline,
EC bottom) shows the left hippocampal value at 2.26844 Z-scores. CD, current density; EC, eyes closed; EO, eyes open.

FIG. 2. (a) (4/22/19, EO, top) shows the CD values are normal with the left hippocampus Z-score at 0.45317, illustrating
continuing improvement after treatment. There are somewhat increased number of hypocoherence values but decreased
hypercoherence values compared with the previous EO recording. (b) (4/22/19, EC, bottom) shows the left hippocampus
exhibits a normal Z-score of 1.76733.
3
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FIG. 3. (a) (7/26/19, EO, top) shows mild to moderate increased CD bilaterally in temporal lobe locations. However,
Z-score for the left hippocampus remains in the normal range with the value of 1.85711. There is still considerable hypoand hypercoherence at many locations similar to those seen previously. (b) (7/26/19, EC, bottom) shows regression with
increased CD in temporal, orbitofrontal, and occipital locations bilaterally. The left hippocampus has a Z-score value of
2.51542. There are somewhat fewer areas of hypocoherence compared with previous recordings but increased hypercoherence as illustrated by yellow connectivity lines.
J = cm2/2.65 · 100. Initial placebo treatment was followed
on the next visit by 25% of the target dose per area. The
critical parameters and adjustments to treatment involved
location, which was based on qEEG findings correlated
with symptoms, and dose ( J/cm2) that was based on the
response to the last treatment. At each visit, dose was
adjusted downward for adverse response such as headache, excess fatigue, upward if no response, and maintained if good response. Power was adjusted upward to
reduce treatment delivery time when large surface areas
were treated, while assuring skin temperature remained
comfortable.
The baseline qEEG indicated numerous BAs with current
source values >1.65 standard deviations (Z-scores) from the
norm, with BAs 21, 38, 43, and 45 having particular correspondence to the patients symptomatology. This information was used to target the scalp locations corresponding to
those specific areas. Table 1 documents changes in Z score

values (left and right) in Delta band (1–4 Hz) in specific
BAs at baseline (1/4/19), after 21 treatments (3/18/19),
and 4 weeks (4/22/19) post-treatment. Because the qEEG
Z-scores were normalized in the areas of concern, and the
patient became asymptomatic, treatment was discontinued.
Tolerability

The patient reported that the effect was rapid, cumulative,
and required application three times per week for optimal
results. Tolerability was excellent.
Results
Objective data

The qEEG results (Figs. 1–3 and Table 1), subjective
experience, and clinical assessment consistently indicated
improvement. There was surprising subjective resolution of

Table 1. Changes in Z Score Values Left (L) and Right (R) in Delta Band (14 Hz) in Specific Brodmann
Areas and the Hippocampus (Hippo) at Baseline (1/4/19), After 21 Treatments (3/18/19), and 4 Weeks
Post-Treatment (4/22/19)

BA 21
BA 38
BA 43
BA 45
Hippo

1/04/19 EO

1/04/19 EC

3/18/19 EC

3/18/19 EO

4/22/19 EO

4/22/19 EC

2.58L/2.57R
2.42L/2.52R
2.44L/2.60 R
2.34L/2.10R
2.50L/2.49R

2.00L/2.28R
1.74L/2.21R
1.81L/2.27R
1.57L/1.80R
1.89L/2.23R

1.03L/1.36R
0.77L/1.06R
0.85L/1.43R
0.73L/0.81R
1.00L/1.37R

1.33L/1.29R
1.18L/0.98R
1.32L/1.33R
1.30L/0.83R
1.36L/1.11R

-0.96L/-0.80R
-1.03L/-1.28R
-0.91L/-1.16R
-1.09L/-1.34R
-0.90L/-1.40R

-0.128L/-0.16R
-0.35L/-0.53R
-0.35L/-0.37R
-0.39L/-0.45R
-0.10L/-0.48R

EO and EC values for each date. Normalization of Z-scores and symptoms (03/18/19) resulted in termination of treatment. Gray shaded
areas reflect abnormal Z-scores. The single darker gray cell reflects an ipsilateral abnormality. Note the post-treatment trajectory of Z-scores
to a nadir in the 4/22/19 recording. Z scores beyond –1.65 are considered abnormal.
BA, Brodmann area; EC, eyes closed; EO, eyes open.

QEEG-GUIDED

LASER THERAPY REVERSAL OF PROSOPAGNOSIA

prosopagnosia after the first treatment, with no additional
episodes reported. The post-treatment Cambridge Face
Memory Test28 score (8/1/19) was 52 (average young adult
score is 58 – 7.34 SD). The qEEG at 4 weeks post-treatment
showed additional improvement. One possible seizure event
occurred 4 months post-treatment. The left hippocampal
Z-score, 4 weeks after treatment, was completely normalized (Z = 0.45317, baseline Z = 2.7326).
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Subjective

Reported through email after first treatment: ‘‘After I left
a client’s home in the afternoon, I realized ‘I can remember
the client’—I could visualize his face, body, height, and...
I would be able to pick him out of a crowd. Shocking. It’s
been so long since I had facial recognition like that. Yesterday I did an audit, and I can remember the husband’s
face. Today I did an audit and I can remember what the
person looks like.’’
4th treatment: ‘‘There is definitely better facial recognition. I watched a movie last night and I can remember the
actress’s face, the 2 moles on her face.’’
13th treatment: ‘‘My memory improvement is occurring
at such a rate that I am regaining memory capacity I never
realized I had lost. Now people call me 2–3 weeks after an
order, and I can remember what we discussed 2–3 weeks
ago.’’
23rd treatment: ‘‘My brain has changed.’’
At 16 weeks post-treatment (7/26/19) the patient reported:
‘‘I don’t feel the facial recognition is a problem anymore.
I made more money this year, so far, than in all of 2017.’’
Despite these improvements, she felt there was some regression, and she felt that ‘‘the treatments were terminated
prematurely.’’

5

the Cambridge Face Recognition test was not done at baseline, the degree of improvement was not quantified, with
diagnosis and response being reliant on the subjective report.
In addition, the diagnosis of TLE relied on the suggestive
qEEG signature along with clinical symptoms.
Conclusions

We conclude that the use of qGLT, when layered on
modification of lifestyle, nutrition, and hormone therapy,
was effective in reversing AAP, markedly reducing TLE, and
normalizing MCI and hippocampal function in an APOE-4
homozygote. The normalization of hippocampal function indicates that the qGLT impacted a deep brain structure, likely
in an indirect manner. The time course of sustained neuronal
improvement as measured by qEEG extends at least 4 weeks
beyond termination of treatment. With a lack of effective
treatments for AAP, this report justifies additional study of
qGLT in the treatment of AAP.
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